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process and sketching
When I received the project, my first inclination was to make a comic. I began sketching and 
trying to think of some loose ideas. How could I market it to the core demographic stated in 
the project brief? Beer. Most young, active, tech-savy, demographics drink (or so has been my 
experience). Unfortunately for me, most of my comics revolve around feelings (not necessarily 
what you want to drink to).

So now I’m working with beer as a product. How do I make this my own though? I don’t want 
to be a brewer, but what else do I like besides comics? What gets me interested and reminds 
me of having a good time with friends? Movies.
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identity and concept
The concept: A partnership with a local brewery. The brewery of choice would agree to screen 
a vintage horror film, as well as add stickers (designed by myself) to a selection of cans for the 
evening. These cans would be marketed as collectors/variant designs and be sold only at the 
screening. 

The stickers need to be small enough to fit on a can and not block out the current can 
wrap completely. However, these stickers also need to be noticeable enough that customers 
immediately know these cans are part of a limited release. 

Pulling colors and type-treatment inspiration from vintage horror movie posters,  the 
iconography began to take shape from sketchbook pages to finalized .Ai files.
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printed media: poster

First came the poster for the event. I wanted to feature 
the product prominently, but still keep a level of mystery.

Event details needed to be worked into the design 
(time, location, etc.), but knowing our demographic, 
I know most will probably be coming from online 
marketing efforts. 

It was also important to keep the poster something that 
could be collected as an art-piece or object. It needs to 
be easy to re-produce via screen or riso printing and 
should cater to the pulp and cult film genres. 
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instagram post

sticker mock-ups

hashtags

Knowing Instagram and digital marketing would pull a lot of our target demographic, I wanted 
the first six posts on the page to grab their attention. 

The user-name: @hopsandhorrorRVA  was still available so I jumped on it. Using the multiple- 
image-post feature to create an interactive advertisement for users to swipe through as they 
learn more about the concept and event details.

#VintageHorror #Beer #CraftBeer #Event #Canning #Monsters

https://www.instagram.com/hopsandhorrorrva/
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URL - www.hopsandhorror.com
CTA - “The World is a Little Less Scary, With a Beer”

Instagram - @hopsandhorrorRVA

project outcomes

tools used

https://www.instagram.com/hopsandhorrorrva/
https://www.instagram.com/hopsandhorrorrva/


thank you for your time
and consideration


